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Executive summary
The aim of this project is to promote and enhance walking and other non-car access to Chelsea
Road - a local centre with a variety of shops and other services.
Chelsea Road in the Lower Weston area of Bath is a local high street serving a dense
residential community. Nearly a quarter of households within walking distance have no car.
Transition Bath believes that local high streets are an important heart for the local community
and it is important to encourage them to thrive:
 They provide a community hub and sense of community
 Local shops help to support the local economy
 Food miles are cut
 Travel miles for getting to the shops are cut
 Public health is improved by more people walking and cycling
 People who cannot drive have access to shops and services within walking distance
 Better for the environment than driving to out-of-town shopping centres
 Social cohesion
 Opportunity of independent retailers and services
 Freedom for children to access shops independently
To understand the area around Chelsea Road we surveyed all the residents living north of the
river within a 10-minute walk of Chelsea Road to find out their views on how they use and how
to improve the high street. We also talked to many of the traders. Both surveys got a great level
of response. We followed the surveys up with public meetings.
Top issues raised were:
 The amount of traffic using the road
 The speed of traffic
 The narrow pavements on Chelsea Road and some of the surrounding streets
 Lack of safe crossings
 Lack of greenery and visual identity in Chelsea Road
 Greater parking enforcement required
 Lack of cycle racks
 Access difficulties for people with low mobility
 Good variety of shops, but some options lacking
A number of potential solutions to this have been identified. This report calls for:
 A slower speed limit for the street
 Wider pavements
 More designated pedestrian crossings
 A street re-design to put pedestrians first and cars second
 Improved walking and cycling links to Chelsea Road
 More cycle provision
 Solutions for those with low mobility
 Help to encourage new businesses to the area
This report shows that Chelsea Road is a key part of the Lower Weston community and both
local residents and traders want it to continue to thrive. All groups agreed on clear actions that
would improve the street.
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We want to set up a design group so that local residents and traders can work with the
government, Bath and North East Somerset Council, public transport providers and other
community groups to transform Chelsea Road.
Over the coming years we want to see:
 A re-design of Chelsea Road which serves to slow down traffic and to put pedestrians at
the heart of the street – not cars
 Creation of a distinct visual identity for Chelsea Road
 Provision of benches on Chelsea Road and access routes
 Improvements to the junctions at either end to make crossing safer and easier, especially
for children
 More designated pedestrian crossings on access routes
 An increase in space for pedestrians on the street
 More greenery
 A significant increase in cycle parking
 New walking and cycling signage to Chelsea Road from across Lower Weston and the
national cycle route NCR 6 along the river path
 A safe walking and cycling network to Chelsea Road, including safe cycle lanes on the
A4 (Upper Bristol Road / Newbridge Road), Newbridge Hill and Coombe Park
 A butcher, fishmonger and pharmacy for the street
 New bus stops and timetables at either end of the street, making it easier to access by
public transport
 A local shop-mobility or delivery scheme
 A car club space
 Dedicated disabled parking space
 Better access to green space and play areas
We hope that this project can be used as a “test case” and the findings applied to other local
centres, both within Bath and elsewhere.
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1. Who are the Transition Bath Transport and Built Environment group?
1.1 Transition Bath is a local environmental organisation whose aim is to build a sustainable
future by harnessing the power of community in the face of declining natural resources and
increasing fuel and food costs. We support moving to a low carbon, local economy and building
positive, self reliant communities.
1.2 The Transport and Built Environment group promote non-car transport, especially
walking, and campaign for better connections between the different types of non-car transport. It
is important that these are suitable and safe for all, including those with limited mobility, vision or
hearing or in wheelchairs and those with buggies and small children.
1.3 We believe that walking and other non-car access to all local shopping and service areas
should be encouraged and improved. Nearly 30% of households in Bath have no car, and many
visitors come by plane and bus, train or coach. This means a lot of people both living within
Bath and visiting Bath regularly need to shop and access services without a car, and others
would choose to do so if it were safe, pleasant and convenient.
1.4 Though Bath is lucky to have retained many local shopping and service centres (Map 1),
the priority given to motor vehicles by the transport planners has resulted in the reduction in
easy, direct and safe access to them for those on foot.
Map 1: Local shopping and service centres in Bath, with catchment zones

1.5 We see this as an opportunity with many positive benefits for the individual, society and
the environment. Walking and cycling require minimal resources, improve public health
(Campbell et al, 2007; Davis et al, 2005) and provide a range of social and economic benefits
(Sinnett et al, 2011), as well as environmental benefits.
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2. Aims of the project
2.1 We have identified Chelsea Road and the junction with Newbridge Road as a local centre
with a good range of local shops and services and a useful “test case” for us. It is currently cardominated and is often very busy (Figure 1). Chelsea Road lacks a safe crossing, and the
crossing on Newbridge Road is some distance away from the junction.
Figure 1 a & b: Chelsea Road and the junction with Newbridge Road to the south

a: Chelsea Road, looking north

b: The junction, looking south-west

2.2 We have therefore undertaken this project to investigate the current access to and use of
Chelsea Road, and identify how walking, cycling and bus use can be supported and
encouraged, with the emphasis on walking. The project also promotes use of Chelsea Road by
local residents in preference to more distant shopping areas, both in the city and elsewhere,
and supports the local economy.
3. Expected benefits
3.1 We expect the project to achieve the following benefits, based on research by the HDA
(Davis et al, 2005), the University of the West of England and Cavill Associates for Living
Streets (Sinnett et al, 2011) and Toronto Public Health (Campbell et al, 2007):
 Identification of aspects or places for positive investment
 Improved public knowledge about walking and cycling routes
 Improved awareness of the local centre
 Greater transport choice for all
 Improved access to services for all
 Increased independence for young and elderly people
 Increased spending in the local centre
 Improved safety for pedestrians and cyclists
 Improved public health
 Easier parking for those with low mobility
4. People involved, funding and working links
4.1 The majority of the project work has been undertaken by Isobel Mack supported by a core
group of volunteers consisting of Mark Russell, Dick Daniel, Peter Metcalfe, Roger Houghton,
Gill Risbridger and Matt Hemsley.
4.2 Funding to cover some research, printing and computing costs was kindly provided by the
Bath Car Share Club (now replaced by City Car Club).
4.3 The BaNES Sustainable Community Strategy 2009 – 2026 (Bath and North East
4
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Somerset Local Strategic Partnership, 2009) underpins this project. We have had involvement
from a variety of third parties.
5. About the project area
5.1 There is a good range of shops and businesses in Chelsea Road and the adjacent
section of Newbridge Road, including a Post Office, bank, small supermarket, bakery, deli, and
two cafés (Appendix 1). It is just over a mile east of the city centre, and is an important shopping
and service area for local residents (Map 2). It is however subject to through traffic between
Newbridge Road at the south (downhill) end and Newbridge Hill at the north (top) end.
Map 2: Chelsea Road local centre and catchment zone

5.2 The project initially focused on the circular area within 800m (½ mile) of Chelsea Road
shown on Map 2, but was revised to exclude the part south of the river. This is because the
paucity of crossing points and the number and variety of shops and services in Twerton and
Moorland Road make Chelsea Road much less important for residents in this section. The
revised project area consisted of four of the Super Output Lower Layer Areas used by the Office
for National Statistics (Map 3).
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Map 3: The project area, showing the Office for National Statistics areas

5.3 The area is diverse in housing type, with dwellings ranging from large semi-detached
houses through terraces to purpose-built flats (Figure 2). Many of the larger houses are also
divided into flats.
Figure 2 a-h: Housing types around the area

a: Terraced houses
around Chelsea Road

e: New flats and houses
nearby to west

b: Terraced houses to
east

f: Semi-detached
houses further west

c & d: More modern terraces to south-west

g: Larger dwellings on
Newbridge Road
6
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5.4 The area is mostly residential and contains 9 B&Bs, showing the value of tourism to the
local economy. The 2001 national census showed a total of 2,423 households in this project
area, with 6,027 residents and a daytime population (i.e. including workers) of 7,827 people.
5.5 Newbridge Primary school is inside the area, about 400m (¼ mile) from Chelsea Road,
and the Royal United Hospital is at the northern edge of the area. The Methodist church is just
off Chelsea Road to the west, and is used as a local community hall.
5.6 There are other shops within the project area (Figure 3), notably a newsagent 400m
further west on Newbridge Road, and another nearly 400m east of Chelsea Road at the junction
of Locksbrook Road and the Upper Bristol Road. There is a pharmacy about 400m to the west
on Newbridge Hill. There are also a substantial number of industrial and business premises at
the south edge of the area, alongside the river.
Figure 3 a-f: Other shops and services in the area

a: The shop on the
Upper Bristol Road

c: The entrance to the Royal United Hospital

b: The nearby Methodist
church

d: One of the B&Bs

e & f: Some of the industrial premises alongside the river

6. Car ownership
6.1 The 2001 census shows that nearly 23% of households in the project area do not have a
car or van, and almost 48% only have one, meaning that they are likely to have limited car use
within working hours (note: at the time of writing the 2011 census figures are not yet available).
These are slightly higher than the average figures for BaNES of 22% and 45% respectively, and
higher than the overall values for the South West region of 20% and 46% respectively. These
percentages do however vary considerably between the four lower level Super Output Areas
which make up the project area (Table 1).
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Percentage of households

Table 1 and chart 1: Car and van ownership in the national census Super Output Areas
Area 008A
Area 008B
Area 008C
Area 009A
Overall values
(south)
(north)
(west)
(east)
Total number of
481
486
627
829
2423
households
Households with no
153
79
139
180
551
cars or vans
Percentage of total
31.81
16.26
22.17
21.71
22.74
Households with one
201
224
307
423
1155
car or van
Percentage of total
41.79
46.09
48.96
51.03
47.67
Households with two
104
140
149
178
571
cars or vans
Percentage of total
21.62
28.81
23.76
21.47
23.57
Households with three
18
40
27
30
115
cars or vans
Percentage of total
3.74
8.23
4.31
3.62
4.75
Households with four
5
3
5
18
31
or more cars or vans
Percentage of total
1.04
0.62
0.8
2.17
1.28
All cars or vans in the
486
642
707
953
2788
area
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Four or more cars or vans
Three cars or vans
Tw o cars or vans
One car or van
No cars or vans

Area 008A
(south)

Area 008B
(north)

Area 008C
(w est)

Area 009A
(east)

Average
values

Source: April 2001 census. This material is Crown Copyright. Reproduced under the terms of the Click-Use Licence.

6.2 As can be seen from the table above, in Area 008A just under 32% of households have
no vehicle – considerably above the average for both BaNES (22%) and the South West region
(20%), but only 42% have one, redressing the balance slightly but meaning that over 73% of
households having limited car use within working hours.
6.3 In contrast, in Area 008B only 16% of households have no car, below the average for
BaNES and the region but the number of households with one vehicle is slightly higher at 46%,
meaning the total percentage of households with one car or less is 62%.
6.4 In Area 008C and Area 009A the percentages of households with no car are nearer to the
average for the study area car ownership, at just over and just under 22%, but the numbers of
households with only one car are higher than in the other two areas, at nearly 49% and just over
51%, meaning that the overall percentage of households with one car or less is 71% in the
western part and nearly 73% in the eastern part of the study area.
7. Householder questionnaire results
7.1 We developed a questionnaire for local residents (Appendix 2a). These were delivered in
batches by Isobel Mack, Mark Russell, Peter Metcalfe and Dick Daniel and collected one week
later. In total 2088 of these questionnaires were delivered and 689 collected, giving a return rate
of just over 33%. This is very high, as most organisations expect a return rate of 3-5%.
8
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7.2 Most of the respondents used large supermarkets for their main shop, and a large
number specified that they used Chelsea Road for top-up shopping, with Moorland Road,
Weston village, Twerton High Street and to a lesser extent the city centre also being popular
shopping areas. The more northern streets used Weston Village more, the more south-western
streets used Twerton High Street, and the more south-eastern streets tended to use Moorland
Road more. This reflects the relative proximity of these streets to the various local centres.
7.3 The questionnaires included an open-ended question asking what items were not
available in Chelsea Road and therefore had to be bought elsewhere. This got a remarkably
high level of response. 157 of the 689 households (22.8%) commented on the lack of a butcher,
83 (12.0%) wanted a pharmacy and 74 (10.7%) requested a fishmonger. By contrast, a
relatively low figure of 49 replies (7.1%) noted a lack of bulk-buy goods and only 20 (2.9%) on
the need for lower-cost items. Altogether nearly 50 different suggestions were made, with most
mentioned by fewer than ten people.
8. Business engagement
8.1 The traders received a separate questionnaire (Appendix 3a): 24 of the 35 were
completed. As with the householder questionnaire, this is a high response, and probably reflects
the importance attached to these issues.
8.2 It is interesting that despite there not being a relevant question, two traders said they
would like a butcher and one felt the lack of a pharmacy. This reflects the shops mentioned
most often in the residents questionnaires. One trader specifically said “The biggest draw for a
shopping street like Chelsea Road is the mix and quality of shopping available. The quality of
the shops we have is good but a wider mix would help enormously.” Another said that people
needed to be encouraged to shop in Chelsea Road regardless of how they got there.
8.3 Fourteen traders (58%) said that “most” or “all” of their customers were local residents,
and four traders (17%) said that more of their trade was from outside the local area. One trader
considered that passing trade accounted for some of their customers, and each of the other
categories comprised few or none of their customers, which was somewhat surprising.
8.4 Nine traders thought that “most” of their customers walked, twelve felt some did, and
three considered a few came on foot. Eight traders stated that most of their customers arrived
by car, while the remaining sixteen said some come this way. Only one trader felt that most of
their customers arrived by cycle, nine considered some did, and fourteen said a few customers
cycled. Three felt that no customers came by bus or other modes, ten said a few did, and ten
thought some did and one did not answer this section.
8.5 Eight traders felt that as a target market, local residents were more important than all the
other categories, two said that non-locals making special trips were more important, twelve
considered that various categories were equally important, and two traders did not answer this
question.
9. Issues, ideas and solutions
9.1 A number of concerns and challenges were mentioned in the questionnaires, and some
solutions and ideas for transport and enhancement schemes offered. Purely because of the
numbers involved, more comments were received from households than from businesses, but
the householders and traders had many similar observations. The detailed breakdown of
comments from householders is in Appendix 2b and that for the traders is in Appendix 3b.
9.2 Both residents and traders felt that the speed and level of traffic caused problems, and
suggested various measures to slow speeds. They also considered that more safe crossings
were needed, with both Chelsea Road itself and the roundabout at the top being mentioned as
locations where crossing was difficult.
9.3 Households and businesses also thought that there should be more cycle racks and
paths, and wider pavements. Eight residents and two traders said that vehicles driving and
parking on the pavements were a particular issue (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 a-c: Vehicles parked on pavements, obstructing pedestrian access

a: in a street to the south

b: in a street to the north

c: in Chelsea Road itself

9.4 Residents mentioned that those with low mobility struggled to access Chelsea Road
businesses. This involved difficulties both in getting to Chelsea Road and in getting into
individual premises, especially the Post Office and other businesses with steps up to the
entrance (Figure 5). One trader also mentioned this issue, suggesting a suitable handrail or
ramp would help. Residents also requested more non-road routes to Chelsea Road, especially
from the east of the area near Royal Victoria Park.
Figure 5 a & b: Steps up to the Post Office and adjoining premises

a: the Post Office

b: the adjoining premises

9.5 There was one major difference of priority between views of local residents and traders in
relation to transport: parking. Parking in general was felt to be lacking by only one of the 689
households who responded, and one other considered that there should be more disabled
parking. However, parking was the main issue of concern to the traders, mentioned by 16
(66.7%) of them.
9.6 This disparity may reflect the importance of non-local trade to traders, or a perception that
more customers drive, however research in Bristol (Sinnett et al, 2011) shows that retailers
overestimated how far customers had come, and consequently thought more customers drove
and underestimated the numbers coming on foot and by cycle or bus.
10
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9.7 Alternatively, it may be that traders may see parking as a solution for those of low
mobility, but from the householder questionnaires we found that many of the residents with low
mobility had no car or were unable to drive – this may reflect age or illness-related issues.
10. Public meetings
10.1 We explored the issues further in two residents meetings, and one meeting to which
both residents and traders were invited. The local councillors assisted with organising and
publicising these, and also attended (Figure 6).
Figure 6: Local residents and councillors at one of the public meetings

10.2 At the meetings we presented the results of the questionnaires and requested
comments and ideas broadly falling into four categories:
 Enjoying Chelsea Road,
 Chelsea Road traffic,
 Travel to Chelsea Road and
 Ease of travel for all.
10.3 Various suggestions were made, including some quite detailed schemes. The full list of
comments is in Appendix 4, recorded exactly as written but with some clarifications added.
10.4 In summary, although it was felt that the existing businesses are good, a wider mix of
shops was desired, including a butcher, pharmacy, fish shop and others in line with comments
from the questionnaires. People thought that Chelsea Road needed a distinctive identity, and
that it should be more obvious as a shopping area, with some kind of “gateway” feature. A few
attendees thought that more signs or a map of the immediate area and local businesses would
be helpful. Planting and benches were also requested.
10.5 Six people felt that traffic should be one way in Chelsea Road, and three said the middle
section should be closed, with two others saying through traffic should be removed. Some
people thought that Chelsea Road should be shared space or partially pedestrianised, or have a
piazza-style pavement. It was also suggested that the road could be closed for various special
events each year. A variety of schemes to reduce traffic speeds were mentioned, including
shallow speed humps and chicanes. The difficulty of crossing the main roads at both the top
11
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and bottom of Chelsea Road was noted, and improvements suggested.
10.6 Greater parking enforcement was felt to be needed, and possibly a tightening of parking
regulations, especially for lorries making deliveries. Some areas for increased parking were
identified. People specified that parking should be retained, and that residents and staff from
local businesses needed to be able to park.
10.7 A number of aspects of the pavements were considered to need improving, including
repairs to the surface, width increases, better lighting, less encroaching vegetation and a
solution to flooding problems. Several people suggested that walking routes to Chelsea Road
could be made through Locksbrook Cemetery.
10.8 More cycle racks were requested, and more cycle routes with better connectivity across
the city and higher safety levels. Bus services were considered good, but expensive, and
electronic bus information was desired.
Figure 7:The current cycle racks outside Spar

11. Further work
11.1 There was remarkable agreement between householders & traders that Chelsea Road
and the access routes to it would benefit from:
 Reduced speed and lower levels of traffic
 More greenery and a distinct visual identity in Chelsea Road itself
 Benches to sit on, in Chelsea Road and on access routes
 More safe crossings
 Wider pavements
 More non-road routes, especially from the east near Royal Victoria Park
 Action to tackle driving and parking on pavements
12
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 More cycle racks and paths
 An access ramp and handrail to the Post Office and the estate agent next to it
 Solutions for those with low mobility
 A butcher, fishmonger and pharmacy
 A car club space
11.2 Parking is a more contentious issue and needs further research to resolve. Only one
resident of the 689 who responded considered general parking to be lacking, and another said
there was not enough space for disabled parking. Two-thirds of traders felt that more parking,
not less is a priority.
11.3 A Chelsea Road Design Group should be set up to incorporate households, traders and
ward councillors to explore the ideas, thoughts and aspirations put forward by the local people
and Chelsea Road businesses. At the public meetings, local residents expressed great
enthusiasm for such an initiative. This group would find it useful to identify current access routes
and desired routes, and explore where local staff live.
11.4 Roger Houghton, an active supporter of the Transition Bath Transport and Built
Environment Group, has developed some initial concepts that could make Chelsea Road
become a “must” place to shop, socialise and give space for the mounting of special events,
such as street parties or celebrating local or national events.
11.5 Undoubtedly, some of the solutions produced can bring immediate benefits, cycle racks
or wider footways for example; others will require longer-term implementation to tackle traffic
flows, such as the re-design of junctions to improve mobility access especially for children and
to create the spaces for people to socialise and relax. Schemes will demand partnership
working with B&NES and many others, but if it is lead locally and given good will from all
parties, Chelsea Road will be seen as a model of how to create a thriving local centre at the
heart of a sustainable community.
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Appendix 1: Businesses on Chelsea Road and at the junction with Newbridge Road
Shop/business type
Bank
Bakery
Beauty Salon
Bicycle Shop
Café
Café and Delicatessen
Charity Shop
Clock Repairs
Dental Specialist
Drycleaners
Embroidery Service
Estate Agents
Estate Agents
Flooring Shop
Florist
General Stores
Gift Shop and Furnishings
Hairdresser
Hairdresser
Hairdresser
Hairdresser -Men’s
Hardware Shop
Kitchen Design Shop
Launderette
Motor Insurance
Optician
Post Office
Pub
Second Hand Furniture Shop
Second Hand Furniture Shop
Small Supermarket
Surveyors
Surveyors
Takeaway and Restaurant
Takeaway Pizza
Vegetable Shop

Name
Lloyds TSB
Bath Bakery
Beyond Beauty
Cadence
Chelsea Café
Chelsea Road Delicatessen
Mercy in Action
Clockworks
Dental Implant Clinic
Regency Drycleaners
Bath Embroidery Service
Andrews
Justin Hunter
Interior Harmony Flooring
Flowers of Perfection
Newbridge Stores
Window Dressing
No 12
Chelsea Clipper
Naughty But Nice
Sam’s Barber
Homecharmer
Interior Harmony Kitchen
Speedamatic Laundry
Westminster Motor Insurance
Armstrong & North
Post Office
New Crown
Inandated Furniture
Stacey’s Quality Used Goods
Spar
Hurst Associates
Lamberts Building Surveyors Limited
Desh
Pizzarella
The Greengrocer
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire for local householders and summary of comments received
a. Householder questionnaire
Transition Bath Transport and Built Environment Group are doing a project to promote walking
(and cycling or bus travel) to the Chelsea Road shops and services. We hope that this will
benefit both the local shops and the local community. Fuller details are attached.
As part of this we would appreciate it if you could complete this questionnaire, and leave it on
your doorstep on the afternoon/evening of ____________________ when we will be round to
collect it. Alternatively, you can email us at transport@transitionbath.org for an online version.
What is your postcode?

__________________________________…………………..

How many individuals in your household fit into the following age ranges?
 0-5 years..........................................
 6-12 years........................................
 13-25 years......................................
 26-45 years......................................
 46-65 years......................................
 65+ years.........................................
Are any people in your household of low mobility or wheelchair users?
 Yes...................................................
 No....................................................
How many cars does your household own?
 None................................................
 Two..................................................




One..................................................
More than two..................................

How far would you consider Chelsea Road to be?
 Short walk........................................

 Long walk.........................................


Medium walk....................................
Too far to walk..................................

Does your household shop in Chelsea Road?
 Yes...................................................

No....................................................



If yes, how often does your household use the shops there?
(Please tick more than one if appropriate)
 More than once a week...................
 Once a week....................................
 Three times a month........................
 Twice a month..................................
 Once a month..................................
 Less than once a month..................
How does your household usually get there?
(Please tick more than one if appropriate)
 Walk.................................................
 Cycle................................................
 Other................................................
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If you don’t walk or cycle, is there anything that would encourage you to do so?

Which types of businesses does your household use in Chelsea Road?
(Please tick more than one if appropriate)
 Café and pub...................................
 Post Office (on Newbridge Rd)........
 Bakery, deli and takeaways.............
 Furniture and hardware stores.........
 Grocery and veg shops....................
 Other businesses.............................
What items are unavailable in Chelsea Road that your household have to buy elsewhere?

Where does your household usually do their main shopping?
(Please tick more than one if appropriate)
 Large supermarket..........................
 Local supermarket...........................
 City centre shops.............................
 Local shops.....................................
 Farmer’s market..............................
 Delivery............................................
 Other................................................
Where does your household do “top-up” shopping, for other items?

Any further comments please.
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b. Summary of comments from householders
A2b.1 A large number of householders had suggestions as to what goods and shops were
unavailable in Chelsea Road, with many saying a butcher, pharmacy and fishmonger. There
was less call for bulk-buy and lower cost items (Table 2).
Table 2: Shops and goods mentioned as lacking by local householders
Shop/goods type
Butcher
Pharmacy
Fishmonger
Clothes
Bulk-buy goods
Lower cost items
Books
Shoes
Off-licence
Pet supplies
Fish & chip shop
New furniture
Health/special diet/vegetarian foods
Large electrical items, including TVs
Vegetables
Haberdashery
Stationery and cards
Baby goods
Gardening supplies
Organic goods
Higher quality items
Chinese takeaway
Building society with cash machine
Toys
Household goods
Paint
Deliveries
Petrol
Music
Shoe repairs & key cutters
Foreign food
Speciality food
Pub
Sports goods
Building supplies
Art shop
Hair products
Dry-cleaners
Hardware
Deli
Restaurant
Travel agents
Craft supplies
Computer supplies
Car tax
Cocktail bar
Sweets
Fancy dress

Total comments
157
83
74
50
49
20
20
16
14
13
12
11
11
11
9
8
7
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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A2b.2 Four residents stated that they found it difficult or dangerous to cross over Chelsea
Road itself. A further four requested a crossing at the top of Chelsea Road, since they find going
over at the roundabout dangerous or difficult. One would like a crossing between Hartwell
garage and the crossing by the Post Office. Two others desired more or better road crossings,
but did not say where. One household which included a child in a wheelchair said there were
not enough dropped kerbs between Foxcombe Road and Chelsea Road and this made
manoeuvring the wheelchair difficult. One person said that poor drainage at the bottom end of
Chelsea Road where it meets Newbridge Road made walking very difficult and miserable.
A2b.3 The general level and speed of traffic in Chelsea Road was cited as a problem by
eleven residents, and another said this was an issue on Weston Park Lane. Four households
recommended making Chelsea Road one-way, one suggested pedestrianising the central
section between Park Road and Kennington Road with parking at either end of this area, and
one felt cobbles might deter traffic from speeding. Three respondents commented that it was
important not to exclude traffic from Chelsea Road. Two others said that delivery times could be
restricted.
A2b.4 One respondent considered that the crossing to the children's play area on Brassmill
Lane, at the south-west edge of the project area, currently just marked by dropped kerbs,
should become a zebra crossing. This person also felt that Brassmill Lane urgently needed
traffic calming and stated that Locksbrook Rd was too narrow to permit parking.
A2b.5 The need for a solution for residents of low mobility without cars (delivery/travel
scheme) was noted by four respondents. Another ten said they could not use Chelsea Road
because of low mobility and lack of a car. A further five households stated that they rely entirely
on others (friends, family and neighbours) for their shopping, while another sixteen commented
that they are of low mobility and can’t walk or cycle. One respondent found disabled parking
difficult. Six people commented that the inaccessible nature of Post Office to buggies and
wheelchairs is a problem.
A2b.6 Four households considered that widening of the footpaths would help, with one
mentioning the Upper Bristol Road, one saying that Apsley Road needed to be wider for
wheelchairs, one referring to the route from Cedric Road to Chelsea Road which they felt was
dangerously narrow, and one alluding to the pavement between Hartwell Garage and the
newsagent which they noted also had a steep camber – they believed this forced children and
buggies into the road. Eight people found that vehicles parking or driving on pavements were an
issue. A further two said that rubbish caused obstruction.
A2b.7 Five residents said they would like to have access to Chelsea Road through the
cemetery, and two felt that the footpath alongside the cemetery was too narrow. Four other
respondents would like off-road footpaths, with two saying that Upper Bristol Road was not
pleasant to walk and one suggesting using the railway line as a walkway and cycle track.
A2b.8 Fifteen households said they would cycle more if there were more cycle racks in
Chelsea Road. Nine would like a cycle lane, and three of these specified the Upper Bristol
Road, three mentioned other locations and six did not specify the route. Three residents were
concerned that cyclists are currently using pavements with two saying this was a particular
issue in Newbridge Road. One respondent felt that the cycle path needed better maintenance
and lighting, and one suggested a cycle hire scheme.
A2b.9 One household felt that the removal of parking in Audley Park Road had resulted in
increased quantity and speed of traffic. Another highlighted an issue with the pedestrian phase
of the lights at the Newbridge Road crossing.
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire for traders and summary of comments received
a. Trader questionaire
Transition Bath Transport and Built Environment Group are doing a project to promote walking
(and cycling or bus travel) to the Chelsea Road shops and services. It particularly focuses on
those living in the area north of the river within 10 minutes walk of Chelsea Road. We hope that
this will benefit both the local shops and the local community. Fuller details are attached.
As part of this we would appreciate it if you could complete this questionnaire, and email it to us
at isobel025-transitionbath@yahoo.co.uk
What is your business name and type?....._________________________________________
Who uses your business? (please delete as applicable)
 Local residents (within 10 min. walk.............all customers /most /some /a few /none
 B&B visitors...................................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Staff from nearby businesses.......................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 RUH staff, patients and visitors....................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 School staff and pupils..................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Passing trade................................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Non-locals making special trips....................all customers /most /some /a few /none
Users with specific needs:
 Families with children in buggies..................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 People with poor mobility..............................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Wheelchair users..........................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
Which do you see as your target market? (please delete as applicable)
 Local residents (within 10 min. walk.............entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 B&B visitors...................................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Staff from nearby businesses.......................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 RUH staff, patients and visitors....................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 School staff and pupils..................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Passing trade................................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Non-locals making special trips....................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
Users with specific needs:
 Families with children in buggies..................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 People with poor mobility..............................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Wheelchair users..........................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
How do you think customers get to your business? (please delete as applicable)
 Walk..............................................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Car................................................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Cycle.............................................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Bus................................................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
 Other.............................................................all customers /most /some /a few /none
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Is it different for the different types of customer above?..............yes /no
If yes, please give details:

Which do you see as important for your target market? (please delete as applicable)
 Walk..............................................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Car................................................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Cycle.............................................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Bus................................................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
 Other.............................................................entirely /mostly /partly /a bit /not at all
What do you think are the issues for your customers in getting to your shop?

What do you think are the specific issues for those who walk, cycle or use the bus?

Any further comments please.
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b. Summary of comments from traders
A3b.1 Sixteen traders felt that lack of parking was an issue, and three of these commented
that many spaces are usually used for longer-stay parking – commuters, staff from the RUH,
staff from local businesses and students were specifically mentioned. One trader said that more
traffic wardens were needed to combat this.
A3b.2 One pointed out that walking was less tenable for people from further away, who
increasingly came to their business. Another said that because the goods they sell were heavy,
delicate and valuable, they were best transported by car. Another company revealed that most
of their business was done over the phone. A third noted that elderly customers often travelled
by taxi to and from their shop.
A3b.3 Nine traders said that traffic levels or speeds on Chelsea Road caused access and
safety challenges for customers, and one suggested speed ramps and a 20mph limit. One
stated that lorries were a particular issue, and another felt that at some times the road was very
dangerous. Two commented that cars and lorries driving on pavements were a problem. One
thought that wider pavements would help.
A3b.4 One trader considered that children had difficulty crossing Chelsea Road, and another
commented that the road at the roundabout on Newbridge Hill was hard to cross.
A3b.5 One trader found that the lack of hand rails and a ramp at their entrance made
customer access difficult.
A3b.6 Three businesses considered that more cycle racks or stands were needed, and
another commented that better cycle lanes were needed, and felt that the lack of space made
cycling dangerous and off-putting for people.
A3b.7 Two traders said that Chelsea Road was well served by buses, although one felt that
the bus stop on Newbridge Road could be closer. Three considered that the cost of buses was a
problem, and one noted that fares were less in Bristol.
A3b.8 Two businesses stated that more signs were needed, with one specifying that signs
were needed both to and from the cycle and riverside paths.
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Appendix 4: Comments from public meetings
The following is a list of all the comments received in the three public meetings, broadly
grouped into the four headings used in the meetings. All comments are reproduced exactly as
written, with any necessary clarifications in square brackets.
Enjoying Chelsea Road
 I do almost all of my shopping in Chelsea Road
 Lloyds Bank branch
 My main destinations are the Post Office & Lloyds Bank
 Positive – Friendly Post Office with good stock
 Evening economy – The Desh – brings customers to Chelsea Road in the evening which
is good
 Some very good shops, e.g. Homecharmer, Chelsea Café
 Good cafés & takeaways
 Good shops, cheerful shopkeepers
 Bakers is the best shop in the row
 Mix of independent shops
 Promote shops to start up in area
 The offer would be better with a wider selection of shops
 It would be good to have a Co-op store
 I miss the Chemist but most things are available in Spar
 I miss no chemist in Chelsea Road
 Chemist, butchers, fresh fish
 Too many hairdressers. I walk everywhere. Need butchers
 A butcher would helpful
 Shopping is good & competitive but balance not good – need butchers
 Give us back our fish and chip shop. It was a disgrace when the last application was
turned down
 Peripatetic [mobile] fish van
 Too many hairdressers / barbers
 Flower shop too expensive
 Queues in shop too long!
 Do not allow Stuart to retire (hardware shop!)
 Picnics café - more frequent opening hours
 Newbridge Art Trail - make more of this in Chelsea Road
 Christmas lights
 Christmas close street
 Road closure special events e.g. Xmas
 Close street for Xmas fair/shopping
 Street festival, street parties
 French Market
 Free map with advertising from businesses in area
 Including things going on – map showing where post office, pharmacy is
 Bath Signage i.e. Public Realm Strategy
 More advertising local shops
 Look at successful areas e.g. Moorland Road and look at why they are popular -is it
local, demographic, shop mix?
 Chelsea Road distinctive identity
 Sense of identity
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Enjoying Chelsea Road (continued)
 “Gateway” to Chelsea Road
 Featured ends
 Create a nice entrance way to Chelsea Road & which links in to the Post Office
 Bit bleak – no trees or greenery
 Trees, benches, colour
 No planting = BAD
 Planting trees
 Café culture good for meeting people, seeing the world go by
 Piazza
 Piazza-type pavement, benches, street clutter?, pedestrian crossings?, butcher/fish?,
pharmacy, building improvements
 Colour
 Amenity, make it more attractive
 What will make the area a nice place to be?
 Benches, less traffic, trees
 Benches (heated!)
 Sit outside
 Upgrade shop fronts
 Litter bins added on Chelsea Road
 Plenty of potential space in front of shops & in car parking
Chelsea Road traffic
 Not safe for a 7 year old to go across Chelsea Road
 Need safe crossing of Chelsea Road
 It is never easy to cross the road – but I always use the pedestrian crossings
 Have difficulty crossing over to the Post Office
 Busy road splitting main shops from Post Office
 Move Post Office to Chelsea Road
 Shared space [2 comments]
 Shared space for length of Chelsea Road
 Pedestrianised at weekend – Fri night to Sun night. Shared space Mon-Fri afternoon
 Car dominated = BAD
 Car club space needed
 Car club
 Restrict through traffic – cut middle of Chelsea Road – access to Park & Kennington
Road from either end of Chelsea Road
 Cut Chelsea Road in middle
 Close middle bit of Chelsea Road
 No through traffic
 Look at north-south through traffic route
 Roundabout at Newbridge Hill/Newbridge Road junction to take through traffic away
 Chelsea Road one way northbound*. Restore right turn at bottom of Newbridge Hill
(opposite the Weston). Situation was like that at bottom of Newbridge Hill until 1975.
*You can then provide more parking for people from further away
 One way
 One way. Two way cyclist
 One way system – down Chelsea Road, back along Newbridge Road to junction with
Newbridge Hill, then up Newbridge Hill
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Chelsea Road traffic (continued)
 We need down only traffic
 Suggest traffic go one way in Chelsea Road – down only
 20 mph limit
 Chicanes to slow traffic down
 Chicane along Chelsea Road
 Raise surface so cars go up over -rather than walkers step down into
 Long shallow speed humps at top & bottom of Chelsea Road to slow speed of traffic
 “Table top” to Post Office
 Speed of cars – walking, cycling daunting
 Better speed & waiting signposting
 Rumble middle for vehicles, smooth for pavement
 Traffic speeds – reintroduce parking near the Samaritans. Helps the local traders and
makes traffic on the hill go slower
 If permits, residents & local staff (from shops) should have them
 Reduction in parking time to 20 minutes
 Parking -bottom corner of Chelsea Road, Newbridge Hill, Newbridge
 Parking along Newbridge Hill
 Angled parking
 Consolidate lorry deliveries – limited delivery times
 Strict delivery times for lorries
 Lorries only allowed at restricted times
 Time windows for delivery lorries
 The delivery lorries cause obstruction
Travel to Chelsea Road
 Chelsea Road just too far to “pop to the shop” for pint of milk, takeaway, etc. walking
 Walk to Chelsea Road, I live 5 minutes walk away
 I always walk to Chelsea Road – so there is always a limit to what I can carry / shop for
 Repair pavement i.e. potholes, smooth out bumps
 Better paving to Chelsea
 Sort out the flood at the junction with the A4 [Newbridge Road] each time it rains
 Excess water at bottom of Combe Park when heavy rain – narrow pavement – get very
wet
 Water puddles
 Better lighting to Chelsea
 The section by Locksbrook Cemetery is very dark as trees overhang the footway
 Cut back vegetation along riverside cycle/pedestrian path
 Windsor Bridge Road is depressing to walk along
 Walk directly through the Cemetery from Audley Grove & Cedric
 Walk way from Audley Park Road & Audley Grove
 More pedestrian through routes - ? through cemetery
 Locksbrook Cemetery – open up more entrances so it can be used for access to Chelsea
Road from Cedric Road & Audley Grove
 Cemetery paths across
 Cemetery – park – take down wall & open up
 Encourage walking through Horstmann Close instead of walking on the main road
(Newbridge Road & Rosslyn Road residents)
 Crossings at top and bottom on main roads to be table tops
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Travel to Chelsea Road (continued)
 Dangerous bend to cross at junction of Weston Lane and Combe Park
 Junction from Combe Park to Chelsea Road made safe for pedestrians & children with
pedestrian crossing
 Improve crossing over Newbridge Hill outside Weston Methodist Church / top of Chelsea
Road
 Chelsea Road need pedestrian crossing to get from Combe Park
 Pedestrian crossing to cross from Combe Park to Chelsea Road
 I cross at the Weston to access Chelsea Road, then walk back up to Newbridge Hill
 Make the crossing for Newbridge Road at the junction of Chelsea Road & allowance for
cyclists crossing to river path and coming over from river
 Incorrect sequence for green man at Weston Hall – discourages safe use of crossing
 Service desire lines at A4 crossroad [Newbridge Road]
 Move light to bottom junction [Newbridge Road]
 Full traffic lights at bottom [Newbridge Road]
 Narrow roads at roundabout to reduce speed
 Newbridge Hill roundabout way too large, too much blacktop
 Slow traffic to A4 crossroad [Newbridge Road]
 More traffic enforcement i.e. no parking on paths
 Stopping parking & driving on the pavement
 Parking on pavements obstructs – sometimes forcing me into the road
 Cars parked on pavement
 Lack of parking. Side road access difficult
 Parking attendants actually attend
 Parking needs to be retained but better controlled
 The moving traffic is not a problem. Parking on the pavement is a problem*. No speed
humps please. * and also (as a driver myself) I find people parking on yellow lines a
problem
 CPZ [controlled parking zone]
 Stop lorries parking on pavement
 Enforcement: parking, on pavement, double parking
 No parking on pavement
Ease of travel for all
 Benches at road side on routes to Chelsea Road (to have a rest)
 Easy access, signposted routes & dropped curbs
 Wider paths needed in some of the area
 Wider pavements - road width for vehicles limited to necessary so pavement wider
 Not easy to get to Chelsea Road on the pavements, too many cracks and stones missing
 Bike parking (cycle)
 More bike racks
 Advertise proximity to cycle path
 Encourage cycling – separate routes along main roads – not just white lines
 No safe cycle routes
 Two way separated cycle routes along Newbridge Road/Hill up to hospital
 Cycle routes separated two way on one side
 No cycle infrastructure anywhere in Bath
 Bath whole cycle - no joined up
 Bus stop at junction of Newbridge & Chelsea Road
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Ease of travel for all (continued)
 Bus stops by ends of Chelsea Road
 Bus stop near Chelsea Road
 Good bus services
 Well served by buses but buses expensive for those who pay
 Cheaper buses
 Add local buses to bus information system
 Electronic bus signs

Figure 8: Most of the core group with ward councillors

Left to right: Dick Daniel, Transition Bath Transport and Built Environment group convener and
one of the core group; Isobel Mack, project leader; Mark Russell, one of the core group; Gill
Risbridger of the core group; Douglas Nicol, councillor for Kingsmead ward; Peter Metcalfe of
the core group; Caroline Roberts, councillor for Newbridge ward.
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